Abstract-Nowadays the effective and fast detection of fruit defects is one of the main concerns for fruit selling companies. This paper presents a new approach that classifies fruit surface defects in color and texture using Radial Basis Probabilistic Neural Networks (RBPNN). The texture and gray features of defect area are extracted by computing a gray level co-occurrence matrix and then defect areas are classified by the applied RBPNN solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N ORDER to ensure the quality standard required in orange production lines, companies need trained people to inspect the fruits while they move in a conveyor belt. These experts classify oranges according to several categories based on visual features. However, for fast and precise quality standards, this approach is not competitive and sometimes unreliable. Therefore is paramount to use of an automatic system based on intelligent methods [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The aim of this paper is to investigate the applicability of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods based on soft computing for detection of external defects of the fruits. Several methods based on more specific image acquisition are reported in [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Wen and Tao developed a nearinfrared vision system for automatic apple defect inspection, see [14] , While some recent advances in feature extraction for images and biometrics are reported in [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . Zion et al. introduced a computerised method to detect the bruises of Jonathan, Golden Delicious, and Hermon apples from magnetic resonance images by threshold technique. The algorithm was only able to discriminate between all-bruised and non-bruised apples and was not applicable to on-line detection. Pla and Juste presented a thinning algorithm to discriminate between stem and body of the apples on monochromatic images. However, the task of classifying the calyx and defected parts in real-time was missing. Yang and Marchant used the 'flooding' algorithm for initial segmentation and 'snakes' algorithm for refining the boundary of the blemishes on the monochromatic images of apples. Miller et al. in [20] compared different neural network models for detection of blemishes of various kinds of apples by their reflectance characteristics.
From the said research, and according to the current literature, we can conclude that Multi-Layer Back Propagation (MLBP) gives proper recognition rates and also that increased complexity of the neural network system did not yield to better results [21] . Leemans, segmented defects of 'Golden Delicious' apples by a pixel-wise comparison method between the chromatic (RGB) values of the related pixel and the color reference model. The local and global approaches of comparison were effective, but more research was needed. In his further research work, Leemans [22] used a Bayesian classification method for pixel-wise segmentation on chromatic images of 'Jonagold' apples. Machine vision systems are successfully used for recognition of greenhouse cucumber fruit using computer vision [23] . A method for the classification and gradation of different grains (for a single grain kernel) such as groundnut, Bengal gram, Wheat etc., is described in [24] . The effect of foreign bodies on recognition and classification of food grains is given in [25] . Some researchers have used a neural network approach to the color grading of apples [26] . All these studies show that it is hard to define geometric or spectral properties for the fruit skin.
Most of the industry treatments such as washing and packing are highly automated, while the most important verification steps (e.g., inspection and grading in quality) are still performed manually, around the world. For this reason, we propose an efficient classifier based on fruit skin texture analysis, which can be implemented in manufacturing expert systems [27] . A new automatic classifier of oranges defects based on co-occurrence matrix and probabilistic neural networks is presented in the following sections. Orange is an important fruit of Mediterranean countries and it is wellknown for its considerable anti-microbial, anti-viral, potent anti-oxidant properties. High-quality products are the basis for the success in today's highly competitive market. Currently, manual inspection is being used in order to determine the orange quality. The increasing demand for quality assurance requires simple and reliable sorting methods. The use of computer vision systems enables the detection of external quality defects. The objective of this study was to investigate the applicability of a method for detection of external defects and an automatic orange's classification system. For this purpose, the development of a classifier based on textural features of images, captured with a digital camera, was evaluated. The proposed technique is very robust and can identify specific defects like: surface defect, morphological defect, color defect, black mould or recognise a normal fruit. In fact, our RBPNN model is able to correctly attribute the samples to the correct defect groups with an overall error of 2.75%.
II. FRUIT CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE
In previous years, several types of image analysis techniques are applied to analyse the agricultural images such as fruits and vegetables, for recognition and classification purposes. The most popular analysis techniques that have been used for both recognition and classifications of two dimensional (2D) fruit images are color-based and texture-based analysis methods.
A. Fruit classification based on shape
Shape based classification of fruits is based on various features like area, perimeter, major axis length and minor axis length. For calculating shape features an RGB image is converted into a gray scale image. After conversion into gray scale, the image represents a luminance intensity scale. There is a difference in intensity values for an object to be classified and its background, hence a threshold value is used to separate an object from its background. According to this threshold value, a gray scale image is converted into a binary image in which the value greater than the threshold is 1 and the value lower than the threshold is 0. With the help of this binary image different shape features are computed. The most common shape features are computed from the image area, perimeter, major axis length and minor axis length.
B. Fruit classification based on color
RGB color space is converted into another color space such as HSV and for all the converted color space values, the mean and standard deviation are calculated. Each fruit image gives different values of mean and standard deviation, therefore assisting its classification.
1) HSV Color Space: HSI stands for hue, saturation and intensity. Then, for an image the color attribute is given by hue and the amount by which the pure color is diluted by white is given by saturation. The RGB components are separated from the original image, and the Hue (H), Saturation (S) and Intensity (I) components are extracted from RGB components. Equations (1), (2) and (3) are used to evaluate Hue, Saturation and Intensity of the image samples.
The saturation component is given by: An orange with some surface defects and the segmentation preprocessing result: the background is removed in order to analyse the orange surface only.
The intensity component is given by:
C. Fruit classification based on texture
Texture is classified by the spatial distribution of gray levels in a neighborood. It also helps in surface and shape determination. Gray level co-occurrence matrix is used to calculate different texture features [28] . There are two methods that can be used to calculate the texture feature of an image. One is the statistical texture analysis; the other is the structure of texture analysis. The former is the most conventional. Statistical texture analysis methods include spatial autocorrelation method, Fourier power spectrum method, Co-occurrence matrix method, gray level difference statistics method and trip length statistics method. Color mapping co-occurrence matrix (CMCM) is used to extract the texture information from a skin image. Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is used to extract texture features in an image. It represents the form of tabulation which contains different combinations of pixel brightness values (gray levels) that occurs in an image. To calculate the different texture features like entropy, energy, homogeneity and dissimilarity, a gray level co-occurrence matrix is created. 
III. CLASSIFICATION PROCESS OF THE ORANGE DEFECTS
The European Union defines three quality classes (extra, class I and class II) for the fresh oranges with the tolerances of 5% and 10% by number or weight, respectively. The oranges in the extra class must be of superior quality with no defects or irregularity in shape, whereas the class I and class II can contain defects up to 1 cm 2 and 2.5 cm 2 , respectively. All defect types in oranges contribute roughly equally to the final grading decision as local color, structural or textural variation of oranges.
In our classifier the defect detector uses a set of masks to recognise regions on the orange image. The defect is characterised by a discontinuity in the skin pigmentation. The features extracted from the orange images in either spatial or frequency domain can be used for classification. The external surface quality is directly related to the marketing and sales. Our automatic grading system can significantly improve the accuracy and consistency, while at the same time eliminating the subjectivity of manual inspection. The defects that we are able to detect on the external surface are caused by two reasons:
• Pre-harvest and Post-harvest diseases, like: diplodia and phomopsis stemend rot, splitting, pitting, green and blue mold, sour and brown rots, anthracnose, etc. textures. Among various textures, we categorised defect types like:
• Pitting, which is caused by mechanical damage or reduced gas exchange during transportation. Pits can coalesce to form irregular patches and brown to black blemishes.
• Splitting is caused by the inability of the outer skin to hold the weight of the whole fruit. The outer skin of the citrus fruit splits and the inner pulp gets exposed. The defective region is usually brighter when compared with the normal skin. For the research we used a data set obtained after processing high quality orange images and defective quality orange images, for a total of 400 acquired images that are obtained by rotating and rearranging fruit samples. Color values (RGBchannels) as local features, are directly related with the images, so in our classifier they were introduced into the system without any change.
IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR ORANGE FEATURE

EXTRACTION
The foreground region (orange) then can be segmented out from the background by using the Hue and Saturation histograms of the image. In order to extract the features, the pictures have been firstly segmented and the background removed. This latter stage is very fast and its computational weight can be neglected, since it only uses the saturation histogram and a saturation threshold having value 0.049. Figure 2 shows an orange with several surface defects and the segmentation result, while Figure 3 shows the saturation and hue histogram of the same orange.
In addition to the segmentation using its HSV representation, we use color histogram and GLCM (Gray level cooccurrence matrix) to find quality classes corresponding to the orange qualities. For practical applications, the original input variables are typically preprocessed to transform them into some new space of variables where the pattern recognition problem will be easier to solve. This preprocessing stage is called feature extraction, see [29] . Preprocessing is performed in order to speed up computation and improve the classification performance [30] . We then selected useful features that are fast to compute and allow easy discrimination [31] . A feature set suitable for the classification should be insensitive to significant translations and have a very low correlation. Therefore, we base the extraction of features on the array of co-occurrence matrix, see [32] . Co-occurrence matrix is a single level dependence matrix that contains relative frequencies of two coordinate elements separated by a distance d. As you move from one pixel to another on the image, entries of the initial and final pixels become the coordinates of the cooccurrence matrix to be incremented, which in the end will represent structural characteristics of the image. Therefore, moving in different directions and distances on the image will lead to different co-occurrence matrices.
For each image we have calculated three co-occurrence matrices: one for each channel Hue, Saturation, Value. The obtained features represent the area of the orange, the background (the contrast, like gray level uniformity), gray level correlation between neighbours, sum average and sum variance. The features were calculated from the normalised co-occurrence matrix for d = 1 and four main directions: 0
• , 45
• , 90
• and 135
• . Since the use of the co-occurrence matrices leads to a course of dimensionality, we use five statistical descriptors of these matrices which use a co-occurrences gray level matrix. This is to calculate the number of adjacent pixels repetitions with the same gray level in the whole image. The statistical descriptors are the five textural features derived from the co-occurrence matrices. Angular Second Moment: Consists of the sum of the squared elements in the co-occurrences matrix taken by pairs
Contrast: The global contrast of the image (also known as variance or inertia) measures the contrast intensity between a pixel and its neighbours
Correlation: Measures the relation of a pixel and its neighbours. The degree in which if the gray level of a pixel increases, its neighbour also increases
where the expected values are expressed as
and σ x , σ y which are the variances of all the values of the class that feature belongs to
Gradient Module: Is a measure of the degree of asymmetry of a distribution around the mean. It is obtained by calculating the third central moment of the distribution. If the obtained value is zero, it means that it is centered (like the normal distribution). If it is positive, it is asymmetrical to the right, and if it is negative, to the left
Intensity symmetry: Is a measure of the variation of the texture if the grey levels are reversed Fig. 4 . A representation of our Radial Basis Probabilistic Neural Network (RBPNN) with maximum probability selector module. On the right the RBPNN layers model: N F is the number of features, N S is the number of samples and N G is the desired number defects to identify.
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Firstly, we use the information from the co-occurrence matrices [33] . These matrices represent the spatial distribution and the dependence of the gray levels within a local area. Each (i, j) entry of the matrices represents the probability of going from one pixel with a gray level (i) to another with a gray level (j) under a predefined distance and angle. More matrices are formed for specific spatial distances and predefined angles. From these matrices, sets of statistical measures are computed (called feature vectors) for building different texture models. In our case four angles, namely 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°, are considered as well as a predefined distance of one pixel, in the formation of the co-occurrence matrices. Therefore, we have formed four co-occurrence matrices. A contrast equation (5) is used to calculate five parameters respectively, 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, at limited distance one and 0°at a limited distance ten. This feature set extraction has a low dimensionality and a good discriminatory power. The features, e.g., mean and standard deviation, are extracted from each of the detail as well as the approximation sub-windows, and then fed into the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classifier for defect classification. If the edges are not clearly defined, then the features extracted from such images are not useful. Training, testing, and validation of neural networks are performed using sample images.
V. THE SELECTED RBPNN The proposed RBPNN (Fig. 4) is an implementation of a statistical algorithm called kernel discriminant analysis, see [34] , in which the operations are organised into a multi-layered feed-forward network with four layers: an input layer, a pattern layer (the first hidden layer), a summation layer (the second hidden layer), and an output layer. Basically a RBPNN consists of an input layer, which represents the input pattern or feature vector. The input layer is fully interconnected with the hidden layer, which consists of the example vectors (the training set for the PNN [35] , [36] ). One other important element of the RBPNN is the output layer and the determination of the class for which the input layer fits. This is done through a winnertakes-all approach [37] . The output class node with the largest activation represents the winning class. While the class nodes are connected only to the example hidden nodes for their class, the input feature vector connects to all examples and therefore influences their activations. It is therefore the sum of the example vector activations that determines the class of the input feature vector. In RBPNN algorithm, calculating the class-node activations is a simple process. For each class node, the example vector activations are summed, which are the sum of the products of the example vector and the input vector, see [38] . Input neurons are used as distribution units that supply the same input values to all the neurons in the first hidden layer (such neurons are called pattern units). Each pattern unit performs the dot product (·) of the input pattern vector u by a weight vector W (0) . Then each pattern unit performs a nonlinear operation on the result. This nonlinear operation gives output x (1) that is handed to the following summation layer. While the common sigmoid function is used for a standard FFNN, in our BPTA for presented PNN the activation function is exponential. Therefore for the j neuron the output is where σ represents the statistical distribution spread
In the proposed model, while preserving the PNN topology [39] , in order to obtain RBPNN capabilities, the activation function has been substituted with a Radial Basis Function (RBF). Moreover, there is the equivalence between the W (0) vector of weights and the centroids vector of RBNN, which in our classifier are computed as the statistical centroids of all the given input sets. We name ρ the chosen RBF, then the new output of the first hidden layer for the j neuron is
where β is the distribution shape control parameter, similar to σ used in (11) . The second hidden layer in our RBPNN is a PNN. It computes weighted sums of received values from the preceding neurons. This second hidden layer is called summation layer with the output of the k summation unit
where W jk represents the weight matrix. Such weight matrix consists of a weight value for each connection from the j pattern unit to the k summation unit. The summation units work as the neurons of a linear perceptron network. The training for the output in the applied model is performed similarly to RBNNs. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In our RBPNN classifier, defects were grouped into categories: surface defect as bruises (class 2), morphological defects (class 3), slight color defects (class 4), black mould (class 5) and a category of good fruit (class 1). The proposed classifier has been tested on a large number of image orange samples collected in a database. This section shows 400 samples of different defects of fresh orange surface include stab wounds, bruise, abrasion, sunburn, injury, hail damage, cracks and insect pest damage and good oranges. Fig. 6 shows the different recognitions. Our RBPNN model is able to correctly attribute the orange samples to the correct defect groups with an overall error of 2.75% (see Table I ).
The proposed solution enabled us to obtain a fast and efficient automatic classification system for fruits defects. Although in an early stage of development, still such a system could be proposed on large scale for industrial applications, as well as for an implementation into programmable hardware.
